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INTRODUCTION

Coarse clastic (gravel/shingle) deposits are found throughout the world, but especially in
formerly glaciated regions or along tectoni~y -controlled coastlines where high gradient
streams deliver bedload material to the shore; they are presented. also in wave-dominated
areas, subject to rock cliff erosion. Nevertheless, despite their worldwide,occurrence they are
nowhere of more significance to coastal engineers than in Britain (C~, 1983),il1 terms of
coastal defence and the construction industry. ' Shingle. deposits may be' classified' as coarse
clastic shorelines or offshore.deposits.

'

Coarse clastic shorelines are' divided into barriers (free-standing or fringing) and beaches
(natural or artificial) (Figure 1). Each of these categories displays a number of distinctive
morphodynamic attributes (Carter and Orford, 1993).

Offshore clastic deposits are classified, likewise, according to their origin and hydrodynamic.
environment into (Figure 1): ancient (relict) shingle.shorelines; buried Palaeovalleys; gravel
sheets and offshore gravel banks or tidal ebb deltas.

.

Although these environments are governed by different hydrodynamic conditions (i.e breaking
waves, tidal currents etc), sediment movement is not confined between rigidly set boundaries.
Exchange of material takes place, as shown by the two arrows on Figure 1. Dominance of. .

.'

(

one of the two directions will result in an erosional' oraccretional coastline.

In the present contrib~tion, experience gained in participation in the South Coast Mobility
Study (AA.Wallingford, 1993) is described. The detailedpararn~tersrequired for such a study
are identified, whilst a method for in-situ monitoring of flow structure and sediment
movement details is presented.

.

SEDIMENT MOBILITY

Although. the predominant direction of shingle transport in barriers is to landward .(due to
overtoppingproeesses), .offshore movement can be observed after the breaching' of such a
structure. The. shingle on beaches is transported alongshore and/or in the onshore-offshore
direction. \

'

Changes are rapid and at times visually dramatic within the surf zone, especially duriIlg
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extreme storm events. For example, Seymour (1985) has demonstrated that 50% of the gross
longshore sediment transport occurs over only.10% of the time, during extreme events.
Although these data are the result of long-term wave monitoring a10ng the West Coast of the
USA. for sandy beaches, a similar value is likely to b~ valid for UK coastal waters. Such an
observation was confmned during winter storms .along the south coast of the UK, .during
1989-90, where significant amounts of shingle material were removed from the beaches.

During such events, material is removed from the}beach/barrier system; it is transported
initially offshore over the inner ( < 6Om)cOntinentalshelf. Here, this material will be subject
to wave and current forces under normal and storm conditions. Along the southern coastline
of England, for example, Hurst Spit, (a.large Sedimentarystructure consisting of.gravel),
faces serious erosional problems. During severe gales (in December, 1989), the beach fa~
receded. by some 80m in a single day. Asa consequence, much material is being lost to the
sea:. 50000 tonnes of gravel is 'a .typical.value for a storm event (Velegralds and 'Collins,
1992). . .

Coastal 'management plans should be able. to predict:. the result .of extreme events on the
shoreface; and the long-term effect of waves and currents,on the inner shelf. Such predictions
should be able to identify the transport pathways and areas .of erosion and deposition.

Sediment Transport on the Beachface (inside the surf zone)

Sediment movem(~nt on the beachface results in a continuous. alteration of the beach profile.
This movement may be classified into longshore (drift) and cross-shore sediment transport.
The former IS considered to be the maJor factor affecting lo~g-term erosion or accretion; the
latter .is considered to be associated to short-term .erosional events.

Longshore Sediment Transport

The energy flux approach (CERC, 1984) as developed for sandy beaches, has been used also
for the prediction. of longshore sediment transport.on shingle beaches:

c, ..

Q =k'P'Cos(<<~-siti(tt~ (1)

where Q is the volumetric transport rate, P is the wave power at thebr~ngpointand al)
is the angle of wa:veapproach at the breakingpoint. In the equation, various values have been
proposed for the constant, k. Thus, Hatl9ri and Suzuki (1978) suggested 0.0025, whilst a
similar value (k==0.002)was proposed by Brampton and Motyka (1987). For comparison, a
series of gravel tracing experiments has revealed k values ranging from 0.002 to 0.0059
(Nicholls and Wright, 1991). Commonlythe coefficient for shingle beaches is about 3 orders'
of magnitude smaller that;lthat suggeste9for sandybeaches; this reflects the difference in,size
and hydraulic behaviour of the tWosediment types.

The values of k presented above are the result of tracing experiments. Although different
material (i.e radioactive, painted, aluminium pebbles) have been used ... as tracers,. a
fundamental problem in such experiments is the reco~ery rate and the depth of detection.
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Both parameters ar(~important in the definition of sediment transportrates. Therefore, anew
technique (an electronic31ly tmnsmittingpebble) is under investigation for use as a tracer.

.
Such a technique promises high recovery rates anp detection deptbs of up to 1m (Voulgaris
et al., J994c)

Cross-shere Sediment Transport

Beach profl1;echange~ are due,' in general, to movement of sediment in a ,cross-shore
direCtion. ProfIle models. can be clas~ifiedas either morphodynamic or parametric. The
former attempt to pr~ict the development of the beach from a description of the relevant
physical prpcesses (i. e current flow and f1ow-sedimentintera9tion); thy latter ignore physical
processes and relate features on the beach to parameters which include (mainly) wave incident.
conditions, initial beach slope and sedimentsize. A review of the performance of such models'
for sandy beaches can be found in Seymour and King (1982), Seymour and Castel (1989),
and Horikawa (1988).'

.

Nowadays, most shingle beach models areparametrlc (e.g. Powell, 1990); this is beCause of
a general lack of knowledge concerning the controlling pnysicalprocesses(velocity field,
perculation etc). .No cross-shore sediment transport equations exist for shingle transport along:
the beach,profile, which would relate grain movement to fluid velocities.

Sedbnent Transport on the Shorefttce (outside the breaker zone)

Farther offshore, gravel deposits are subject to forces induced by both waves and currents.
Although a number of niodels .have been' developed for the'study of the wave-current
interaction (Grant and Madsen, 1979; Christoffersenand Jonsson, 1985;Sl~th,1991),major
uncertainties are included in the use of threshold criterion and empirical sediment transport
formulae. In' such approaches, the direction of transport is dete:rminedby the resultant vector
of bed shear stress of the wavesand currents.

.

In addition to the quantitative techniques' outlined',above, ther~are also a number of
qualitative approaches to the problem: sediment size analysis; and geophysical and
bathymetric surveys (i.e shallow seismic profiling,side-scal1.sonar,echo-sounding etc).

"
.

A combination of both approaches leads to the derivation of sediment transpprtpathways,
such that the natutalenvirQIiment is simulatedand faci1itatesco~sta1management stUdies,This
procedure is.demonstra~edby the South Coast Mobility Study.

The above. investigation wascon~med with the mobility of the seabed sediments (sand and
gravel) in the area.extending from the Isle of Wight toShoreham, for water depths ranging.
from 5 to 50m (Figure 2). Sediment trapsport pathways were. determined on the basis of:
assessment of -the sea bed' character, .using.sea bed sampling; and geophysical sUr\1eys
(shallow seismic profiles and side-scan sonar imagery). These data, were integrated with the
output of numerical modelling work undertaken by HR Wallingford (1993). In these models,
the hydraulic. climate was presented by establishinga detailed pattern of waves.and ,currents
across the study region. Wave climatedata(H, T,dircction) were convertedinto,near~bed
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tiea',fud 'then ,used1"togetherwith tidal.'currents, for thederivatiotl",
P1parlson,with the threshold"of mov~ment()f sea bed"material pe1"n,1i

f s~ bed mobility and sediment transport pathways' (Figure 2).
.

f '

;

t aspeCt,of this study, .was the selection of the appropriate threshold 'criterion, ior
:60n of the percentage of the, time that shear stress exceeds threshold. Mainly, any

~ Were due to absence of in.:.situdata for gravel beds, forus,e in the modeUin~~ .

AStJREMJi?NTS, OF SHINGLE MOVEMENT ,(TOSCA)

Coast' Mobility Study, outlined above" involved the defInition of the threshold
:~orshingle movement. In general, hO\\reverany numericalmodelinyestigations

sediment transport formula to be .used in CQnjunctionwith thenydrodynamic
s.A1though'thereare a number of hydrOdynamicmodels availablepf,sufficient
'the sediment transport formulae available'(especially for shiriglepatticles) are

liinited ~nd based mainly on riverine ,research (Einstein, '1950; Kallinske, 1947,;
,er-Peterand Muller, 1948). Inrormationisnot available on shingle transport under

bined action ofwayesand currents; thlsis due mainly tb the absence of any approach,
uring sediment'transport, at time-scale§comparable to the wave period.

I
:' '

,

!tempt to fulf1lthe above tequirements, a Research and Developmentstucly was
to .Southampton University by the Ministry of Agriculture Fisherie~,,and Food

,W """oastaland Flood Defence Divi$ion} for thein-situ monitoririgofshiI1.gle moveI1len~, under
.<tii~';COOmbined action of waves;and 'c~rrents. An obj('rCtiveof'the study was to .o~tain .flow

parameters and sediment threshold values for use in studies such as the South Coast Mobility
Study. ' .,

(
\

\

An underwater tripod was constru,ctecI which was equipped ~th electromagnetic' current,
meters, measuring ho~zontal and vertical currents together with wave-induced pressures and
sediment transport rates. The concept of the SeJf-Oenerate(i Noi~~ (SON) wasuse<i fQr
monitoring,the sediment tra.nsport rates. The tripod was conneCted to a surface buoy used for
power supply provision and data transmission to the shoreline in "almost" real time. ,The
operation of TOSt:A is shown schematically ,as. a flow diagram, on Figure 3. ,[More details
oncthe tripod and its characteristics can be found in Voulgaris et al (1994a)].

I .

- SON is'a passive non~ii1trusiveacoustic methOd,' for shingle transport. estimations in the field.
The approach is based upon .the assumption ,that when individ~ particles are in motion, noise

.is generated due to their intercollision. Such noise (SO~, is prowrtional to theamoupt of
material in motion and, hence, to the shingle tr~sport. rate. Extensive' theoretical work on
SGN has been undertaken by Thome (1990), whilst the method has been ~sed previously for
measuring gravel transport within a tidally-dominated.el1vironment (West Solent,. (Williams
et ~., 1989».

"

.

Extensive laboratory work was undertaken, -'prior,to the deployment, ,to:
. J .

(i) detlne t~ frequ~ncy of the Generated Noise from I the collision ofsbingle particles -' this
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was p.ecessary in order to construct the processing unit required for the conversion' of the raw
noise signal, into an rms level which/ was more easily comparable with the hydrodynamic
parameters;

, .

(

(ii)' defme a relation~hip between the SGN and sediment transport rates '(Fig. 5);, and.

(iii) determine the error introduced b}Tnoise created from water flow around the'body of the
sensor (hydrophone).'

. . .

A first-order approximation technique was utilised for the conversion of the Iaboratoty
calibration, for use in the field. .

The systems was deployed along the southern, coastline\ of England, in ChristchurchBay
(Figure 5) during the period 20th April to 8th May, 1993, in a mean water depth of 8m. Th~
sea bed was consisted of loose shingle, with a mean particle size of 1.70cm.Bursts of data
were collected every 2 hours, for 10min and at 5Hz. SOPle 130 bursts of hydrodynamic and
sediment. transport data were collected during the deployment period. A schematic diagram
of the tripod and its mode of operation is shown as Figure 5 . .

'Fhe' tripod was located near the edge of a gravel wave field. Hence, flow characteristics over
the bedforms were recorded during ebb flow: in contrast, flows over a flat bed were recorded
during flood phase. Analysis of the.hydrodynamic data has identified roughnessJengths which
should be used in the moqelling of flow and sediment transport over gravel bed as (Voulgaris
etal.,1994b): .

ks = 2-Dso

for flow over bedforms,
.

and
'

ks = 2-Dso + 4.4"r1-
11

'A

(2)

(3)

for flow over a flat gravel bed; where (Dsois the mean particle diameter; 'YJis the gravel wav~
height and A is the wave length). ' '

Sediment t:rimsport rates derived from the SGN method are related to shear stress, due to both
Waves and currents. A relationship has been found (Figure 6), which expressed the immersed
weight shingle transport(Ib) as a function of the 3rd power of the shear stress (Twc) (V oulgaris

et al., 1994b):

lb = 4.44-10;"~''t~c
(4)

No definite threshold condition has been identified in
.

this relationship; this is not in
contradiction with e~sting' theories. A review of existing threshold conditions (Voulgariset
al., 1991) has shown that published' threshold values varied by an order of magnitude, for the
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mean size of material found at the deployment site (Figure 7). Altemativeapproaches to the
subject of threshold criterion suggest that threshold coincides with the energy level at which
a minimum sediment transport occurs (paintal, 1971). Such an approach to the definition,
however, shifts the problem of the definition of.a threshold to the .establishment of a
minimum sediment transport rate to be considered as significant. Two such expressions are
presented on Figure 7, as st:ta1.ghtlines. Line PI corresponds to the value defined by PaintaI
(1971), whilst P2 corresponds to thenrlnimum sediment transport defined by other published
formulae (Einstein, 1950; Meyer-Peter and Muller, 1948; and Kallinske,. 1947).
Characteristically"these lines cross the sediment transport equation (4) line (Fig. 6)atvalues
very close to the minimum andmaxi1l1unl. threshold values shown on Figure 7.

\

CONCLUSIONS

The successful application of any sediment mobility ,study is based upon accurate
hydrodynamic arld sediment tran$port formulations. Although a plethora of hydrodynamic
models exist, providing satisfactory results, the large number of sediment transport
formulationsshow.significantscatterin theirbutput. '

Development of the TOSCA tripod has contributed towards' an improved f<;>rmulationof both
the above aspects, in terms of the hydrodynamics and for gravel transport Application of the
results should improve significantly the reliability <;>fmobility studies, based upop modelling.

Gravel transport should be considered as a continuous process.' Such an approach ,reduces the
uncertainty in the application of a . shingle threshold criterion, leading to the derivation of
more accurate results.
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Figure' 1. Classification of c9astal (after Carter and Orford, 1983) and offshote clastic
deposits.

Figure 2. South Coast Mobility Study: (a) gravel mobilitjroverthe study area, based upon
sea bed sediment distribution, combined with wave- and tidally-induced near-bed currents;
and (b) sand tran~po11pathways over the study area (from HR Wallingford, 199,3).

Figure 3. Flow chart representing TOS<:;Aoperation during data collection and transmission.

Figure 4. SON laboratory calibration diagram

Figure 5. TOSCA de!)loyment location, together with an artist's impression of data .~ollection
and transmission. modes.

. .

Figure 6. Sediment transport relationship, basd~ upon the analysis of data
.

collected in
Christchurch Bay (for explanation, see text).

Figure 7. Critical shear stress values for gravel, as derived by var,ious investigawrs (from
Voulga.rls et al. 1991).
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i
South Coast Mobility Study: (a) gravel mobility over .th~ study area, based upon
s~ bed s(~iment distribution, combined with wave- and tidalfy-indu<;ednear-bed
currents; and (b) sand transport pathways over the study area (from HR
Wallingford, (1993).
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Figure 5. TOSCA deployment location, together with an artist's impression of data
collection and transmission modes.
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